
•Take a Diversity Test

The Implicit Association Test (IAT) 
measures the strength of 
associations between concepts and 
evaluations or stereotypes to reveal 
an individual’s hidden or 
subconscious biases.

https://implicit.harvard.edu/implicit/

• Be completely
Honest with Yourself

If you discover your unconscious 
biases, ask yourself a few questions 
about why you feel this way. 

This can force you to face some pretty 
uncomfortable truths, but it’s an 
important step in recognising and 
unlearning bias.

• Listen to others’ 
experiences of 
gender bias.

Don’t base your opinion of certain people 
on ideas you may have about a particular 
group they belong to, whether it’s their 
gender, race or religion.• Expand your horizons

and seek out people
who defy stereotypes

Our direct experiences contribute to our 
unconscious bias. So if you only subscribe to 
only one news outlet, and it tends to lean into 
harmful stereotypes of certain people, this can 
have a huge influence on your unconscious 
bias despite the fact your conscious bias feels 
differently. 

Start reading articles written by people who 
belong to a minority group; follow influencer's 
on social media who speak up against and 
challenge stereotypes; or listen to a new 
podcast that focuses on issues you may not 
be familiar with.

• Use Inclusive Language 
where Possible

Instead of starting off a team-wide email with, 
“Hey guys” you could simply change it to, “Hi 
everyone” or “Hey team.” Small and simple 

changes like this can help to make everyone 
feel more included and challenge unconscious 

bias in the workplace.

Given the compelling business case for organisations to create workplaces which allow everyone 
to succeed and thrive regardless of their gender, what could you and your business be doing to 
build the talent pipelines that will deliver the female leaders of the future?  

The good news is that unconscious biases can be unlearned. Here are a few ways you can begin to 
recognise and unlearn your own biases.

gender 
     bias i n your

organisation

7 Ways to unlearn your unconscious 

• Strive to always see
people as individuals

If someone tells you that they’ve been 
affected by bias, it’s important to 
always listen to them and believe 
them. 

Bias can be insidious, and it may not 
always be obvious if you’re not the 
one directly affected.

and ideals in your conscious mind. 
This will help you to counteract any 
opposing thoughts that exist in your 
unconscious mind. Placing value on 
these inclusive thoughts means that 
you’re already one step ahead of your 
unconscious bias. 

Recognise the 
importance and value 
of inclusive thoughts •

www.diversityaustralia.com.au




